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e-Cargoware’s Security Dashboard is a Game
Changing solution for GTA Dnata Cargo Operation

SOLUTION
OVERVIEW
GTA Dnata required a solution to manage and monitor the security compliance of export shipments
accepted at terminals, a crucial function in their daily operation. Cargoware’s Security dashboard is a
cutting edge solution, built on the nG (next generation) platform with attractive User interface for
security personnel to easily visualize and perform tasks.This has real time data visibility over other
integrated modules allowing updates to status & location which makes it easier for any end user.
Specially designed for security personnel to monitor and update Screening status on an individual
shipment or a Pre build ULD, as well as input how it was screened.
With the nG(new generation) platform it provides a clear and attractive look and feel, with color-coded
options to easily navigate and check status of shipment & ULD in a single page. Real-time awb status is
automatically updated in screen.
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Client Overview
GTA dnata provides ramp, passenger and cargo handling services to 17 airlines
in Toronto. The company’s customer-oriented team assisted 1.2 million passengers and moved over 90,000 tons of cargo in 2019. GTA dnata will further expand
its footprint in Canada by launching operations at Vancouver International Airport (YVR) in early 2021.
dnata entered the Canadian aviation market by establishing GTA dnata through
the acquisition of a 50% stake in GTA Aviation’s cargo and ground handling operations at YYZ in 2016. Since January 2020, dnata also offers quality catering services at Vancouver International Airport.
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Automate alert with color code for
shipment missing SLA from screening
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Shipment with security status as Complete,
delay, Fail/reject or pending
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Ability to update various security primary &
secondly screening methods
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Able to update Pass or Fail the shipment post
screening
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Able to check and view when shipment has
tendered at terminal

KEY
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Able to view when
screening has been
complete

Download into
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Print
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CLIENT
SPEAK

“

The Security Dashboard introduced by e-CARGOWARE along with
new Docs Acceptance has significantly streamlined and digitised our
acceptance process. Shortly we will be rolling out e-Cargoware
mobile apps. In general I have found the system is easy to use and the
team are pro-active and responsive to our needs.

Mr Sai Ramesh Thirumala

”

VP Cargo GTA DNATA

Our advance Artificial intelligence (AI) features
BI/Analytical dashboard

AI
Features
Freight

Quote to Book

FR Booking

About e-Cargoware
e-CARGOWARE is a software company founded by Arun Singh and Ramesh Darbha with the
foresight to provide an easy to use, cost-effective Airfreight ERP solution wholly based on
cloud technology. With a world-wide customer base, this SaaS platform helps Airlines, GSSAs,
couriers and ground handlers effectively manage their cargo business from booking right
through revenue accounting and beyond.
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